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Press Release
Aggregation Links Parent-Child Packaging
Coded packs provide automated track-and-trace capabilities and help fight counterfeiting.
Toronto, ON, October 16, 2018 – When a large international pharmaceutical company contacted
Pineberry Manufacturing Inc., it was looking for a way to serialize its products, support traceability
throughout its supply chain and aggregate erect cartons. The technology had to comply with the Drug
Supply Chain Security Act (DSCSA) in the U.S., Falsified Medicines Directive (FMD) in the European
Union and other market requirements worldwide

The manufacturer needed compact equipment capable of printing and verifying serialized codes on erect
cartons and aggregating cartons in batches of 12. A few weeks later, the CartonTrac serialization and
aggregation system was introduced. As erect cartons come down the conveyor and onto the CartonTrac
system, high-quality, serialized print is applied to each carton. A camera vision system scans the printing
to verify all required data is present, applied correctly and is easily readable. If there’s a print issue, a
pneumatic reject system blows any flawed cartons off the production line.

Once serialized, the gantry robot gently grabs and stacks cartons, creating tidy bundles (three rows of
four). The high-speed gantry system moves at speeds up to 8m/sec. Servo motors not only support high
speed, but also steady and accurate performance, plus offer flexibility to modify stacking patterns as
required.

After the cartons have been stacked, the bundle of serialized products is transferred to an automatic
banding station. A second camera system takes a picture of the bundle and records all individual pack
codes. A label containing a single QR code that combines all the data from each individual pack is printed

and blown onto the clear band. The bundle then exits the CartonTrac system to await loading into a
master carton where another label is added containing data about all its contents.

Further downstream when the master cartons are palletized, another label can be added to provide a
complete description of the contents of the pallet load.
“As the cartons are combined, the serial number of the aggregated unit (parent) is associated with the
multiple serial numbers of the individual cartons (child) contained within it, thus builds a parent-child
relationship as products move through the packaging stages of the pharmaceutical supply chain. It’s a full
track-and-trace solution that leverages aggregation and helps to improve the customer’s inventory
management performance,” states David McCharles, president of Pineberry Manufacturing. He
continues, “For example, if you need to determine a batches’ contents but do not want to open the case,
you can now scan the QR code on the outside of the case to get the serial number, and then using the
aggregation parent-child relationship, you can determine the identity of all the contents. This is one of the
reasons that aggregation can ease the material-handling aspects of serialized projects in a warehouse
environment, while maintaining the safety of consumers and ease-of-mind for pharmaceutical
companies.”

Manufacturers, wholesale distributors, repackagers and pharmaceutical supply chains face significant
packaging line upgrades to meet the current and emerging regulations. However, there are benefits to be
gained beyond compliance and keeping counterfeit drugs out of the marketplace.

With serialization, wholesalers are able to identify inventory down to a specific unit from open or sealed
cases, track it internally and improve inventory management. Aggregation also simplifies cycle counting,
which wholesalers periodically do to check physical inventory against what their system thinks they have.
Aggregation allows them to scan just the sealed case and instantly know the identity of each individual
unit. The CartonTrac serialization and aggregation system provides a practical, cost-effective way for
pharmaceutical companies to ensure their products conform to current and upcoming global track and
trace requirements.

About PACK EXPO
PACK EXPO International is the largest processing and packaging trade show in the world. Co-located
with Healthcare Packaging EXPO, the event features a marketplace of 2,500+ exhibitors displaying
processing and packaging equipment and technologies for virtually every vertical market, drawing
50,000+ attendees and offering free educational presentations in several venues on the show floor.

Attendees include corporate managers, engineers, sales managers, plant managers, logistics and supply
chain managers, manufacturers and production supervisors, brand and marketing managers, quality
controllers, purchasers, research/development and package designers from a wide variety of consumer
packaged goods companies (CPGs).

About Pineberry Manufacturing Inc.
Since 1984, Pineberry Manufacturing Inc. has been developing high-quality friction feeding, printing,
packaging and custom automation solutions for the plastic card, packaging, distribution, food and
beverage, pharmaceutical, graphic arts, and mailing and fulfillment industries. Additionally, Pineberry
specializes in integration, working with OEM’s and providing customized solutions for the most
demanding environments. Whether it is a standardized friction feeder, leaflet feeder, feeding and labeling
bags, feeding cookies or an integrated custom solution, Pineberry has the expertise to provide
exceptional products to make your project a success.

###

If you would like more information on these or other versatile innovations, please contact Chris Pereira at
(905) 829-0016 or email chris@pineberryinc.com.

Pineberry CartonTrac serialization and aggregation system prints and verifies serialized codes on erect
cartons and aggregates cartons in batches of 12.

A gantry robot arranges serialized cartons in four-by-three bundles.

After exiting the CartonTrac system, aggregated bundles are loaded into master cartons, which are then
palletized for shipment. Aggregated information is expanded at each step so scanning the pallet label will
generate a list of each master carton, bundle and primary package in the load.

